


China’s economy has been more robust than 

expected this year, especially construction levels over the 

last two months. Despite the threat of a major trade war with 

the USA, there is significant optimism in the market on demand in the 

second half. As it is time for our biannual review of our forecasts, we are 

pushing up our outlook slightly to reflect better construction and infrastructure 

demand, as well as strong automotive, white goods and shipbuilding 

demand. 

 

That optimism doesn’t extend to all sectors however. China’s rapidly 

developing scrap market is likely to take a chunk out of hot metal and iron 

ore demand in the coming years. This year it is starting by taking up the vast 

majority of steel output growth. There are also issues with exports, including a 

change to customs declaration rules which has caught many smaller traders 

short. We take a closer look at the issue in our exports segment.  

 

Although the market is now entering its summer slowdown, a strong second 

half could again buoy traders and steelmakers.  

The question now is, will the autumn bring what the 

market expects, or are there new surprises to come? 
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Table 1: Supply and Demand (million tonnes) 

 2017 2018 ytd Y-o-y 2018 outlook Y-o-y 

Official crude steel output 831.7 369.9 5.40% 848.7 2.04% 

Apparent consumption 737.4 328.5 5.11% 762.9 46.00% 

End user demand 745.5 311.7 1.21% 761.3 2.12% 

Source: NBS, Kallanish 
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The middle of the year means its time to review our forecasts made at the end of 

2017. Despite the dramatic changes in the market over the past several months, 

the general trends of our previous forecast hold. The market is expected to be 

slightly stronger overall compared with the previous estimate, on the back of 

slightly firmer construction steel and automotive steel demand. 

Looking at the big picture, the landscape of Chinese steel demand continues to 

steadily evolve along previous lines, with consumer-driven steel demand the only 

reliable source of growth but real estate and infrastructure still accounting for 

more than half the total. Zooming out to look at the total picture, even the boost 

to construction and infrastructure spending that helped drive the market in 2017 

on pushed the share of total demand of construction and infrastructure to 55.4%, 

from 55.1% in 2016. With infrastructure and construction both topping out, this 

share is expected to slide back to 55% in 2018 and to shrink fairly slowly to 50% 

over the coming years.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Consumer spending continues to be the fastest growing sector, as both white 

goods and automotive have maintained a good pace of growth. Even as 

automotive growth year-on-year slows, it is expected to remain faster than 

growth in steel demand overall for at least a few more years. Consumer spending 

is expected to account for 12.4% of steel demand in 2018, up from 12.1% in 2017 

and 11.9% in 2016. Corporate spending is now the less certain element of steel 

demand. Although China is supposed to be tightening credit conditions, 

corporates have now recovered their profitability, and so far they have shown no 

reluctance to take on new debt. This helped stall a decline in the share of steel 

demand driven by spending on mining and manufacturing equipment and new 

ships. In 2018 this is expected to account for 32.6% of steel demand, up from 

32.5% in 2017 but still down from 33% in 2016. 

Although the big picture remains unchanged, there is now a greater expectation 

of a firm second half of the year and less of a slowdown during the summer. As a 

result Kallanish has increased its forecasts for 2018 slightly. The biggest change is 

from an improvement in the outlook for construction, but the automotive and 

shipbuilding sectors have also had a strong start to the year, while crude steel 

output has been very robust. Overall, end user demand this year is now expected 

to be 6.2mt higher than expected at 761mt, apparent steel demand is expected 

to be 6.9mt higher at 763mt and crude steel output is expected to be 3.7mt 

higher at 849mt.< 
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Forecasts raised 

Fig. 2 Construction and infrastructure still dominate steel demand 

Source: Kallanish 
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